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Gracie Hansen is one of the most colorful 

and unlikely stars of Seattle’s World’s Fair, 

the Century 21 Exposition. Her exploits, 

trials and tribulations during the fair along 

with the other attractions on Show Street 

are documented in the Century 21 

Exposition Records held at the Puget 

Sound Branch Archives. 

    

Gracie came to Seattle in her late 30s 

from the small logging town of Morton.  She had achieved some success staging 

variety shows in Morton and Chehalis, but seemed out of her league when she 

made her initial proposal for a “tasteful adult 

entertainment” show at Century 21.  Not surprisingly, 

her initial proposal was rejected out of 

hand.  However, her employer in Seattle, Robert 

(Bob) Chinn helped her raise $90,000.00 from 

International District businessmen to capitalize 

Paradise International.  

 

That garnered the attention and respect of the 

Century 21 Corporation.  The proposal was 

accepted and the Paradise International show was 

built and opened as part of Show Street in the 

northeast corner of the Fair grounds.  Unfortunately 

for its investors, Paradise International could not 

produce a profit or recover all of 

its costs.  Many of its outstanding 

accounts had to be waived and 

written off by Century 21 in order 

for the attraction to be liquidated 

without law suits at the close of 

the Fair. 

 

Show Street, as a whole, was the 

least successful part of the Fair 

and a continuing source of 



disputes, embarrassment and bad 

publicity.  A number of attractions, 

like the “Spanish Village” and the 

“Indian Village,” failed and closed 

by the middle of the Fair’s 

run.  “Girls of the Galaxy” was 

probably the most troublesome 

attraction on Show Street.  The 

Seattle Theatre Censor Board 

ordered it closed on May 10.  It was 

reworked and reopened, but its 

later shows proved to be 

alternately too tame and too 

risqué.  

 

The Century 21 Corporation had 

also contributed to the situation 

with missteps like the proposal of a 

“Father and Son Night” on Show Street and allowing attractions to use their own 

sound systems, which resulted in volume wars up and down Show Street.  By 

mid-August Show Street was on the verge of financial collapse.   

 

At that point oversight and direction of Show Street was turned over to Robert 

Ashley of the Legal Department.  By September Ashley was able to foster a 

revitalization and stabilization of Show Street attractions that produced more 

revenue and carried through to the closing of the Fair. 

 

The rollicking times 

and misadventures of 

Show Street were 

summed up in the Fairs 

Final Report (Box File, 

File 82).  They can be 

researched in depth in 

the Harry Henke 

Papers (Box 47), Legal 

Department Records 

(Boxes 71 and 72). 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 


